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ABSTRACT

In order to reduce over-conservatism in fitness-for-service assessment procedures, experimental evidence and recent analytical developments recognise the importance of considering the actual shape of non-sharp flaws and/or the real geometric constraint conditions at the crack tip. This paper addresses the effect of blunt defects on the structural integrity assessment of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and pipeline steels. Parametric studies for compact tension specimens with various notch root radii are performed using finite element analysis. The notch fracture toughness, the resistance to the onset of ductile cracking and the $J$-integral, quantifying the notch driving force, are evaluated. A stress-modified fracture strain model is used as a virtual testing method. The results are analysed in the framework of the failure assessment diagram (FAD), showing that the existing shape of the FAD is also suitable for assessments of blunt defects and how the concepts introduced can be used to reduce the conservatism in defect assessment, define margins on failure and indicate when plastic collapse is the dominant failure mechanism.
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NOMENCLATURE

\begin{align*}
a & \quad \text{crack length} \\
a_o & \quad \text{initial crack length} \\
\Delta a & \quad \text{average crack growth} \\
B & \quad \text{specimen thickness} \\
E & \quad \text{elastic modulus} \\
F_{Kr} & \quad \text{reserve factor on } K_r \\
F_{Kr(\text{crack})} & \quad \text{reserve factor on } K_r \text{ for a sharp crack} \\
F_{Kr(\rho)} & \quad \text{reserve factor on } K_r \text{ for a blunt defect} \\
J & \quad J\text{-integral} \\
J_{el} & \quad \text{elastic } J\text{-integral} \\
J_{el}^{\text{crack}} & \quad J \text{ value evaluated elastically for a sharp crack} \\
J_{el}^{\rho} & \quad J \text{ value evaluated elastically for a blunt defect} \\
J_{IC} & \quad J \text{ value at } 0.2\text{mm crack growth for a sharp crack} \\
J_{IC}^{\rho} & \quad J \text{ value at } 0.2\text{mm crack growth for a blunt defect; effective fracture toughness} \\
\Delta \varepsilon_e^{\rho} & \quad \text{incremental equivalent plastic strain} \\
K_I & \quad \text{mode I stress intensity factor} \\
K_{mat} & \quad \text{fracture toughness} \\
P & \quad \text{applied load} \\
P_{\text{max}} & \quad \text{maximum load} \\
P_L & \quad \text{(plastic) limit load of a structure containing defects} \\
W & \quad \text{specimen width} \\
\alpha, \beta, \gamma & \quad \text{material constants, see Eq. (5)}
\end{align*}
\( \varepsilon_f \)  
fracture strain

\( \sigma_{\text{flow}} \)  
flow stress

\( \sigma_u \)  
ultimate tensile stress

\( \sigma_{0.2} \)  
0.2% proof stress

\( \sigma_r \)  
von Mises effective stress

\( \sigma_h \)  
negative hydrostatic (mean normal) stress

\( \sigma_e / \sigma_c \)  
stress triaxiality

\( \sigma_e, \sigma_m \)  
equivalent stress and hydrostatic stress

\( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3 \)  
principal stresses, see Eq. (4)

\( \nu \)  
Poisson’s ratio

\( \omega, \Delta \omega \)  
accumulated damage and incremental damage respectively

Abbreviations

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials

CTOD crack tip opening displacement

C(T) compact tension

EPFM elastic-plastic fracture mechanics

FAD failure assessment diagram

FE finite element

FFS fitness-for-service

LEFM linear elastic fracture mechanics

LLD load-line displacement

MPC multi-point constraint

N-SIF notch stress intensity factor

SIF stress intensity factor
1. INTRODUCTION

There exist many situations in engineering applications in which detected defects are not sharp [1-3]. However, it is common practice to simplify and re-characterise these defects into shapes more amenable to analysis. Current assessment procedures such as API579-1 [4], R6 [5] and BS7910 [6] usually treat defects as infinitely sharp cracks, both because they can be treated by well-known approaches like linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) or elastic plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) and also because this assumption represents the worst case scenario, thus being conservative from a fitness-for-service (FFS) point of view.

The material resistance to fracture is usually described by critical stress intensity factor (SIF), crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) or $J$-integral values. A considerable amount of published work recognises the benefit of using an apparent/effective fracture toughness in FFS assessments [7-10]. Constraint, that is, the level of triaxial state of stress, is usually related to the capacity to absorb more energy by accommodating plastic deformation. The local stress and strain fields surrounding a non-sharp defect are known to be less severe than those at the tip of a sharp crack, thus exhibiting a reduced constraint condition. The initiation and propagation of damage under these conditions will occur at higher values of applied $J$ and higher $J$-R curves will be typically measured experimentally. Thus, in FFS calculations, this increased toughness implies that the conditions for repair or replacement of a component containing a non-sharp defect could be relaxed.

A number of authors have tested components containing non-sharp defects to evaluate the effective fracture toughness for a variety of materials and notch geometries. Both cleavage fracture [11,12] and ductile tearing [13-16] as well as the influence of the notch geometry on the mechanisms triggering fracture have been reported in the literature [8,17,18].

The evaluation of the effective fracture toughness for a given material requires extensive experimental testing for the component of interest and for different notch/defect geometries. Thus, it is expensive and time-consuming. Different approaches making use of minimum experimental information may be needed to reduce the number of tests. In this context, several authors [19-23] have proposed and validated different procedures to include the effect of the geometry on both the driving force and the constraint conditions at the defect. Most of these approaches consider small-scale yielding conditions and use LEFM or EPFM to evaluate the notch driving force (e.g., N-SIF, notch $J$-integral) and an additional parameter (e.g., $Q$- or $T$-stress) which defines the constraint condition in the process zone. These procedures are usually called global approaches.

An alternative framework for effective fracture toughness assessment is the application of failure models, often referred to as local approaches. Local approaches couple the loading history (stress-strain) near the crack-tip region with micro-structural features of the fracture mechanism [24]. The parameters depend only on the material and not on the geometry, and this leads to better transferability from specimens to structures than single- and two-parameter fracture mechanics methods [25]. Several models based on local approaches have been applied with considerable success for the fracture initiation mechanism given by cleavage fracture or ductile tearing. In this
study, due to the high ductility of the materials under analysis, ductile tearing is considered to be the principal mechanism for fracture.

The most commonly used models for ductile fracture are the Beremin ductile model [26], the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman [27-29] and Rousselier [30] models. These models consider the effects of void nucleation and growth on the material stress-strain behaviour, and thus are usually called 'micromechanical models for ductile failure'. Although of some physical meaning, the number of independent parameters and the difficulty in their determination make the use of these models cumbersome for practical engineering applications.

There is another type of ductile model, usually referred to as a phenomenological model, which involves fewer parameters and is of simpler implementation. Due to the fact that stress triaxiality has a strong influence on void growth and therefore on the strain to fracture [31-35], phenomenological models correlate stress triaxiality with the critical strain to fracture. Such models have been researched by McClintock [31], Rice and Tracey [32], Hancock and Mackenzie [33,34] and Hancock and Brown [35], and further developed based on the concept of a stress-modified critical strain [36,37]. From this concept, more recently, a simple method to simulate ductile failure using a finite element (FE) technique has been proposed which is called a stress-modified fracture strain model [38,39]. This has been extensively applied to components containing defects, showing good agreement with test results including those from sharp cracks and blunt defects [39-43].

In this work, finite element ductile fracture simulations using the stress-modified fracture strain model are performed to evaluate the effect of notch radius. The varying severity of the stress fields due to the presence of the notch and the implications of the different constraint levels due to notch acuity are analyzed within the framework of the failure assessment diagram (FAD). Compact tension, C(T), specimens with a wide range of notch root radii are modeled using FEA and ductile damage simulation to construct resistance curves ($J-R$ curves) for four different materials, showing different fracture criteria and tensile properties. Effective fracture toughness values are obtained from the $J-R$ curves and the applied elastic $J$ and the limit load, representing the notch driving force, are derived and assessed on the FAD. Section 2 reviews the FAD assessment. Section 3 briefly explains the damage model and the simulation technique and summarises the material properties used in this work. The different geometries of C(T) specimens and FE analysis details are described in Section 4. Results are presented and discussed in Section 5. The benefits from considering the blunt shape of defects are also discussed by means of showing the effect on reserve factor relative to that for a sharp defect. The work is concluded in Section 6.
2. REVIEW OF FAILURE ASSESSMENT DIAGRAM APPROACH

The FAD is the most widely used engineering approach for assessing the integrity of structures containing defects. The FAD curve is a graphical description of the limiting driving force as a function of the applied load [44]. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a typical failure assessment diagram. The assessment involves the calculation of both the fracture ratio $K_r$ and the plastic collapse ratio $L_r$. The ordinate $K_r$ and abscissa $L_r$ represent the proximity to fracture and to failure by plastic collapse and are calculated as:

$$K_r = \frac{K_f(P,a)}{K_{mat}}$$

(1a)

$$L_r = \frac{P}{P_L(\sigma_{0.2}, a)}$$

(1b)

where $K_f$, $P$, $a$, $K_{mat}$, $\sigma_{0.2}$ and $P_L$ are the stress intensity factor, applied load, crack size, fracture toughness, 0.2% proof stress and limit load, respectively. Equation (1a) is written for primary loading, $P$, only but has been extended to combined primary and secondary loading, as incorporated in the procedures [4-6] and recently discussed in [45]. The present study only addresses primary loading and therefore the simplified form of Eq. (1a) is sufficient.

The failure assessment curve, which determines the safety of components assessed, is defined by

$$K_r = f(L_r) \text{ for } L_r < L_r^{\text{max}}$$

with $f(L_r) = 0 \text{ for } L_r \geq L_r^{\text{max}}$

(2)

where $L_r^{\text{max}}$ is an indicator of failure by plastic collapse, and is a cut-off line for the failure assessment curve. The definition is given by

$$L_r^{\text{max}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{flow}}}{\sigma_{0.2}}$$

(3)

where $\sigma_{\text{flow}}$ is the flow stress defined as the mean of the yield stress and ultimate tensile stress. Provided the assessment point $(L_r, K_r)$ lies within the area bounded by Eqs. (2) and (3), the component is regarded as safe, as shown in Fig. 1. Otherwise, failure is conceded. The appropriate shape of the failure assessment curve, $f(L_r)$, for application to blunt notches is discussed in Section 5.4.

3. DUCTILE FRACTURE SIMULATION AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

3.1 Damage Model and Simulation Technique
In this work, as a local failure criterion, a phenomenological model which is based on the concept of stress modified fracture strain [36-39] is used to simulate ductile fracture of C(T) specimens containing cracks or notches of differing radii, of varying level of constraint conditions. It has been demonstrated that, in the ductile fracture mechanism, true fracture strain strongly depends on the stress triaxiality [31-35], defined by:

$$\frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_e} = \frac{\sigma_1 + \sigma_2 + \sigma_3}{3\sigma_e}$$

(4)

where $\sigma_i$ (i=1-3) are principal stresses and $\sigma_e$ is the equivalent tensile stress or von Mises stress. The true fracture strain can be determined from the stress triaxiality using an exponential relationship [32]:

$$\varepsilon_f = \alpha \exp \left(-\gamma \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_e}\right) + \beta$$

(5)

where $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are material constants obtained from smooth and notched bar tensile tests [39]. A schematic description of the calibration process and the conceptual idea of the damage model is shown in Fig. 2. Once the material constants are available, damage, $\omega$, is calculated by summing the incremental damage (at each FE loading step), $\Delta \omega$, given by

$$\Delta \omega = \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_p}{\varepsilon_f}$$

(6a)

$$\Delta \varepsilon_p = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{3} \sqrt{\left(\Delta \varepsilon_{p1}^p - \Delta \varepsilon_{p2}^p\right)^2 + \left(\Delta \varepsilon_{p2}^p - \Delta \varepsilon_{p3}^p\right)^2 + \left(\Delta \varepsilon_{p3}^p - \Delta \varepsilon_{p1}^p\right)^2}$$

(6b)

where $\Delta \varepsilon_p$ is the equivalent plastic strain increment, obtained from the principal plastic strain increments $\Delta \varepsilon_i^p$ (i=1-3) calculated from FE analysis. When the accumulated damage becomes equal to unity ($\omega = 1$), local failure is assumed to occur and crack growth is simulated by reducing all the stress components to a small plateau value as schematically presented in Fig. 3. This procedure is implemented using the ABAQUS UHARD and USDFLD user-defined subroutines [46] coded in FORTRAN 90.

3.2 Summary of Material Properties

The calibration of the damage model for any material is performed by combining detailed elastic–plastic FE analyses with smooth and notched bar tensile test results. From the experimental results, true fracture strains as a function of notch radii are determined. From FEA analysis, variations in stress triaxiality until fracture are considered for each geometry. As a result of this procedure, the equivalent fracture strain is expressed as a function of stress triaxiality and this relation is assumed to be material-dependent only. In this work, the failure criterion is based on
averaged stress and strain information over the ligament where ductile fracture is expected to occur [38].

Although, labour intensive and time consuming, once the damage model is calibrated and the material parameters evaluated, this phenomenological damage model can be applied to predict the ductile fracture behaviour of any component or structure. A detailed description of the methodology can be found in [38].

In this work, tensile properties and stress-modified fracture strains of four different materials were taken from the literature [47,48] and our previous work [39,40,43]. API X65 and X70 pipeline steels, Inconel alloy 617, and SA508 grade 3 low alloy steel were chosen to study the effect of different tensile and fracture behaviours. The true stress-strain curves and stress-modified fracture strains were determined from tensile tests on notched bars with various notch radii. The results are summarised in Fig. 4, and Eq. (7):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Criterion for API X65:} & \quad \varepsilon_f = 3.29 \times \exp \left( -1.54 \times \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_e} \right) + 0.01 \\
\text{Criterion for API X70:} & \quad \varepsilon_f = 3.10 \times \exp \left( -1.40 \times \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_e} \right) + 0.01 \\
\text{Criterion for Alloy 617:} & \quad \varepsilon_f = 1.01 \times \exp \left( -1.43 \times \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_e} \right) + 0.17 \\
\text{Criterion for SA508 Gr.3:} & \quad \varepsilon_f = 2.24 \times \exp \left( -1.69 \times \frac{\sigma_m}{\sigma_e} \right) + 0.47 
\end{align*}
\]

As shown in Fig. 4, the true fracture strain of X70 is larger than that of X65. API X65 pipeline steel and SA508 Gr.3 steel have similar stress-strain behaviour; however, the effect of stress triaxiality on fracture strain differs significantly. The Inconel alloy shows a larger strain hardening effect than the other materials and due to that, in the lower range of stress triaxiality, the critical fracture strain is lower. Tensile properties are summarised in Table 1. It should be noted that, in previous work [39,40,43], all tensile properties and stress-modified fracture strains were verified by comparison with experimental data on fracture toughness test specimens and pressurised pipes with gouges, which can be regarded as the blunt defects considered in this work. In Section 4, using these data, virtual tests for fracture toughness of notched specimens are carried out and the results are discussed.

4. GEOMETRY AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

To study the effect of notch bluntness on defect assessment, 0.5T standard sized compact tension specimens used in fracture toughness testing [49,50] with seven different notch root radii from a sharp crack to a notch radius of 2.0mm were considered as shown in Fig. 5. The specimen width, \( W \), and thickness, \( B \), are 25.4mm and 12.7mm, respectively. Figure 6 shows the 3-D FE models used in fracture simulation for the different notch root radii. Specimens without side grooves were considered in order for such side grooves not to affect the stress states in the regions surrounding the blunt defect. Models of quarter notched C(T) specimens were developed taking advantage of the symmetry conditions of load and geometry, to improve the time-efficiency. In
previous work [39] it has been found that element size in the defect section affects the results for the damage accumulation process; therefore, these values must be determined by comparison with test results. The element sizes used in this work, which have been calibrated from test data, are 0.15mm [39], 0.1mm [40], 0.25mm [40] and 0.1mm [43] for API X65, X70, Inconel 617 and SA508 Gr.3, respectively, and specimens with notches of these radii are regarded as the cases of sharp cracks. The total numbers of elements/nodes in the FE models range from 23,366/26,016 to 88,929/95,542.

A displacement boundary condition was applied to a load pin and controlled by a reference node which was coupled with surface nodes of the pin hole using the MPC (multi-point constraint) option within ABAQUS. Elastic-plastic damage analyses (or elastic analyses) were carried out considering large deformation effects. In the calculation process of damage accumulation, Eqs. (6) and (7) were implemented by means of UHARD and USDFLD subroutines. In order to avoid numerical instability arising from the rapid decrease of stress, the decreasing slope and the cut-off shown in Fig. 3 had values of 1/5000 and less than 10% of the yield strength, respectively, based on a sensitivity analysis. More detailed information can be found in [39].

The crack extension, $\Delta a$, in the FE analysis was obtained by using the nine-point average method recommended in the ASTM testing standard [49]. $J$-integral values for the C(T) specimens with varying crack length were obtained from the FE results by means of the domain integral method [51,52]. The domains were chosen to be sufficiently far away from the crack tip to include the whole stress fields produced by the presence of the notch but close enough to avoid any errors resulting from the influence of specimen boundaries. The values of $J$ were averaged through the specimen thickness. In addition, the load-load line displacement records were extracted at the centre of the pin hole using the reference point from the FE results to provide an alternative estimate of $J$ and to construct $J$-$R$ curves following the procedures of ASTM E1820-13e1 [49].

5. RESULTS

In this section, results from the ductile fracture simulation of the compact tension specimens with various notch radii are reported and graphically presented in the framework of the failure assessment diagram. After presenting load-load line displacement curves, $J$-$R$ curves calculated in accordance with the ASTM standard [49] are compared with those obtained using the domain integral method. From the constructed $J$-$R$ curves, the fracture toughness, $J_{IC}$, defined as the $J$-integral value at a crack extension of 0.2mm, is determined and discussed. As a quantity representing the crack driving force, applied elastic $J$ values are also calculated and used together with the fracture toughness values to assess the fracture ratio $K$, for a FAD assessment.

5.1 Load-Load Line Displacement Data

Figure 8 shows the load-load line displacement records for the four materials described in Section 3.2 for a wide range of notch root radii. Crack initiation points, defined by any accumulated damage at Gauss points reaching the critical value ($\omega=1$) are highlighted. For sharp defects,
initiation occurs before the maximum load, \( P_{\text{max}} \), is reached, ranging from 0.85\( P_{\text{max}} \) to 0.98\( P_{\text{max}} \), depending on the material. As the notch root radius increases, initiation loads become close to the maximum loads due to the loss of constraint. Apart from the Inconel 617 alloy, maximum loads converged to become independent of notch radius for notch radii of 0.6mm or larger. A typical deformed shape of a C(T) specimen from a ductile fracture simulation is shown in Fig. 7.

5.2 J-R Curves and Determination of Fracture Toughness for Blunt Notch

\( J-R \) curves were constructed using two different procedures: from the domain integral method and from the FE load-displacement results using the testing standard in [49]. When the domain integral method is used for evaluating the \( J \)-integral, care should be taken to ensure that far-field \( J \) values are obtained in order to match values that would be obtained from experimental data [53-56]. Figure 9 shows convergence of the \( J \) values for different contours obtained from the domain integral method. The far-field \( J \) values were plotted as a function of crack extension and compared with \( J-R \) curves derived from load-load line displacement data according to ASTM E1820-13e1 with FE crack growth averaged through the thickness. For all cases, from sharp cracks to blunt defects, the results of both methods showed good agreement as depicted in Fig. 10.

As input to the FAD framework, elastic \( J \) integral values were first calculated from linear-elastic FE analysis, using the domain integral method. Secondly, the evaluation of the effective initiation fracture toughness for blunt defects, \( J_{IC}^\rho \), defined by the \( J \) value at 0.2mm crack growth, is assessed and shown in Figure 11. The normalised value \( J_{IC}^\rho / J_{IC}^{\text{crack}} \), determined from Fig. 11, is plotted in terms of notch radius in Fig. 12a-d in a linear-log scale. From the results, it is evident that notch root radius has a strong influence on effective fracture toughness. This can lead to an increase of a factor of 11 for the API X65 steel and a factor of 6 for the other materials. This would show a clear benefit in a FAD assessment, or indeed in direct \( J \) assessment methods, in comparison with assuming the defect is a sharp crack. It is also observed that the effective fracture toughness linearly increases with notch radius, as illustrated by Fig. 12e, a result has also been found in a number of experimental investigations for blunt defects [57-59].

5.3 Estimating a Crack Driving Force for a Blunt Notch

The \( J \)-integral as defined by Rice [60] can have different interpretations. In our case, the relevant interpretation is that related to the characterisation of the singularity in the deformation field surrounding the tip of a defect, either a notch or a crack. Different notch acuities represent different deformation fields with the value of \( J \) characterising the deformation fields of the blunt notches.

The value of \( J \) increases with decreasing notch acuity, that is, the crack driving force for a blunt defect is higher than that for a sharper one at a given load. This fact does not mean that a blunt notch is more detrimental than a sharp notch. There is a balance in terms of loss of constraint for the case of the blunt notch, which corresponds to an increase in the capacity of the blunt notched component to sustain load before fracture, which is evident in structures with blunt defects exhibiting higher values of effective fracture toughness.
Figure 13 shows the variation of elastic $J$ values with applied load. As mentioned above, the value of $J$ increases with increasing notch radius, although this dependency is weak. The elastic $J$-integral was evaluated from the same contours used in Section 5.2 and the applied load was chosen, depending on the material, to be before crack initiation so that there was no influence of crack extension. In Fig. 14 normalised $J$ values are shown, defined as the elastic $J$ for a blunt notch, $J_{el}^ρ$, divided by that for the sharp crack, $J_{el}^{crack}$, for different notch acuities, showing identical results regardless of the loading level because of the elastic response. The seven different cases for the ratio of applied load to the limit load, $P/P_L$, were selected to study the effect of loading ratio on the FAD assessments presented later. The solution (IV.1.5.1-3) provided in R6 [3] was used to calculate $P_L$:

$$P_L = n_L \sigma_{0.2} WB$$

$$n_L = \frac{2 \sqrt{3}}{2702 + 4.599 \beta^2 -(1+1.702 \beta)}; \quad \beta = a/W$$

where $B$, $W$ and $\sigma_{0.2}$ are specimen thickness, width and 0.2% proof stress, respectively. The results did not take into account the effect of notch radius on limit load. Although the limit load will reduce with increasing notch radius, the effect is expected to be small as the largest notch radius (2mm) is small compared to the dimensions of the C(T) specimen (25.4mm). The small influence of notch radius is also seen in the elastic response in Fig. 14: the differences in $J_{el}$ values for sharp and blunt defects are shown to be at most around a factor of 1.2, which is a considerably lower factor than that of 6 to 11 on effective fracture toughness. The results show the clear benefit of considering the blunt defect shape and the reduction of constraint associated with that shape and the benefits are examined in the context of the FAD next.

### 5.4 Failure Assessment Diagram Analysis

Failure Assessment Diagrams were constructed using the results obtained following the analysis procedure described above. The assessment was carried out to quantitatively estimate the conservatism involved in the assumption of treating defects as infinitely sharp cracks. Figure 15 normalises the $J_{el}^ρ$ values by the effective fracture toughness, $J_{IC}^ρ$. Although this ratio does not control ductile fracture because of the absence of plasticity effects in elastic applied $J$ values, the reduction of this ratio with increase in notch radius can be seen in Fig. 15. As the notch radius increases, the ratio $J_{el}^ρ/J_{IC}^ρ$ decreases and seems to converge for a notch radius of 1.0 to 1.5mm, depending on the material. To assess the C(T) specimens with various notch radii on the FAD, the coordinates of the assessment points ($L_r$, $K_r$) were evaluated using the data presented in Fig. 15. The value of $K_r$ of Eq. (1a) is derived from Eq. (9):

$$K_r = \frac{K_I}{K_{mat}} = \sqrt{\frac{J_{el}^ρ}{J_{IC}^ρ}}$$

for blunt defects

The Option 1 FAD curve in R6 was shown in [22] to be only weakly dependent on notch radius for single edge notch bend specimens. Figure 16 presents FAD assessment points for C(T) specimens using R6 Option 3. With this option, $K_r$ is defined as the square root of the ratio of the elastic $J$ for a
blunt notch, $J^\rho$, to the elastic-plastic $J$ for a blunt notch, $J^\rho$; the load ratio of Eq. (1) is the ratio of the load to the limit load, allowing for the effect of notch radius on limit load, and here denoted $L_r^\rho$.

Figure 16 confirms that the result of [22] also holds for C(T) specimens: the failure assessment curve shows only a weak dependence on notch radius and is close to R6 Option 1 in all cases.

For further FAD assessments, the value of $L_r$ of Eq. (1b) was determined from the various loading ratios, $P/P_L$, in Fig. 15 corresponding to the values of $K_r$, but without allowing for the weak effect of notch radius on limit load. This simplification enables the effect of notch radius on margins to be more readily visualised. The Option 1 FAD curve in R6 was chosen as it has been shown above that the failure assessment curve is only weakly dependent on notch radius. The cut-off, $L_r^{\max}$, was calculated using Eq. (3).

Figure 17 shows the FAD assessments for the four different materials. The extremes of the notch profiles are shown by the assessment points within the dashed box and the dotted box, which correspond to C(T) specimens with a sharp crack and a blunt notch of $\rho=2.0\text{mm}$, respectively. The $K_r$ points of each notch radius linearly increase with increasing $L_r$. Results show that as the notch radius becomes larger the assessment points are shifted downward. The reduction in $K_r$ is driven by an increase in effective toughness which results in safer conditions within the FAD framework. The approach of using the definition of $K_r$ of Eq. (9) is essentially that followed by Horn and Sherry [22], although their application was largely for cleavage fracture.

In R6 [5], reserve factors are defined to quantify the margins in the assessment. One of these factors is that on $K_r$ defined by:

$$F^{K_r} = \frac{K_r \text{ value which would produce a limiting condition}}{K_r \text{ value being assessed}}$$

(10)

Tables 2 to 5 present the reserve factors calculated for the different materials. Results show that $F^{K_r}$ values decrease with increasing applied load reflecting that the differences between the assessment points and the FAD curve are lower as applied load increases. Also, due to the linear relationship of both $K_r$ and $L_r$ with applied load ($P$), the ratio of the reserve factor for a blunt notch (B-F) to that for a sharp crack (A) is independent of the load ratio $P/P_L$.

To demonstrate the effect of notch radius, the ratio of reserve factor increase with increasing notch radius ($F > E > D > C > B$) is shown in Fig. 18. The conservatism in assuming a “sharp-defect” for the FAD assessment can be up to a factor of 3 for API X70 and up to a factor of 2.2~2.3 for other materials in terms of reserve factor on $K_r$. Interestingly, apart from API X70 material, this ratio seems somewhat independent of material. However, more generally, it has been shown in this analysis that the severity of a defect on the fracture behaviour of a component is both material and geometry dependent. The approach presented here would be useful for reducing the conservatism in defect assessment of real components containing blunt defects.
Another widely used factor in FFS assessments is the load factor. This is the factor on load required to put an assessment point on the failure assessment curve. It is apparent from Fig. 17 that all the loci of assessment points for the C(T) specimens would intersect the FAD at the cut-off, independent of notch radius, apart from those for Inconel 617. The limiting loads in these cases are essentially independent of notch radius, apart from the weak dependence of limit load on notch radius noted earlier. This is a consequence of FFS assessments limiting the load carrying capacity to the limit load based on a flow stress. If assessments were allowed to continue to higher loads, then some dependence of load carrying capacity on notch radius would occur, as depicted in Fig. 8. However, as discussed earlier, the dependence of maximum load on notch radius is weak, apart from the results for Inconel 617. This is not surprising as small C(T) specimens generally fail at plastic collapse for ductile materials and testing standards have been developed to obtain meaningful \( J \) values for such situations. For large components, where applied loads are generally a modest fraction of the limit load, loci of assessment points are likely to intersect the FAD on the failure assessment curve rather than at the cut-off and an effect of notch radius is more likely. Such an effect is shown by the results for Inconel 617 in Fig. 17c. Here this is for a notch radius greater than 1mm as the corresponding loci in Fig. 17c intersect the FAD on the cut-off rather than on the Option 1 failure assessment curve. Hence, it is possible to identify a notch radius above which plastic collapse, rather than ductile fracture, is the limiting failure condition. Assessments of real engineering components with gouges and notches are often based on plastic collapse only; it is apparent that the approach presented here, as illustrated in Fig. 17c, could be used to provide a basis for defining the shapes of notches for which such an approach is appropriate.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ductile fracture simulations have been performed for standard C(T) specimens with a wide range of notch radii based on the concept of stress-modified fracture strain. Fracture simulations were made for four different materials: API X65 and X70 pipeline steels, Inconel alloy 617, and SA508 Gr.3 low alloy steel. For the assessment of effective fracture toughness, \( J-R \) curves were constructed by using both the domain integral method and the FE load-displacement results with the method of the ASTM testing standard. Elastic \( J \)-integral values were also calculated for different applied loads in order to assess the points \((L, K_r)\) within the FAD framework. The degree of conservatism was quantified by a reserve factor on \( K_r \), and results showed that the reserve factors could be up to a factor of 3 greater for notched specimens than for specimens with sharp cracks. The ratio of reserve factor for a notched specimen to that for a specimen with a sharp crack converged with increasing notch radius, except for API X70, see Figure 18. It has been shown that the Option 1 FAD developed for sharp cracks is also relevant to blunt notched C(T) specimens and that the approach presented here may be applied with the FAD method to define a notch radius above which analysis may be based simply on plastic collapse, without the need to consider ductile fracture initiation.

The phenomenological ductile fracture model used in this work provides an alternative framework to one- and two-parameter fracture mechanics for constraint analyses and effective
fracture toughness assessment. The ductile fracture model only considers a small area ahead of the crack tip (allowing the analysis to become geometry independent) and couples the loading history with phenomenological features of the microstructural fracture mechanism. Thus, the method can be used, in principle, to assess any defective component or structure.

Confidence in the use of the methodology is due to the good agreement of estimated and experimental tensile test results shown in previous work [39,40]. Despite this, the use of this methodology to assess the apparent fracture toughness for non-sharp defects needs to be validated by comparison with experimental J-R curves; such studies are being currently undertaken. In addition, due to the high cost of experimental tests required for the calibration of the failure criterion, there have been attempts [61,62,63] to reduce the number of constants in Eq. (5), for less expensive calibration and more efficient application of the approach.
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young's modulus $E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson's ratio $\nu$</th>
<th>Yield strength $\sigma_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile strength $\sigma_u$ (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API X65 [39]</td>
<td>210.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>464.5</td>
<td>563.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API X70 [40]</td>
<td>210.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>485.0</td>
<td>542.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 617 [40]</td>
<td>210.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>382.0</td>
<td>815.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA508 Gr.3 [43]</td>
<td>200.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>467.0</td>
<td>610.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Reserve factor on $K_r$ for API X65 pipeline steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API X65</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.3mm (B)</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.5mm (C)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.0mm (D)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.5mm (E)</th>
<th>$\rho$=2.0mm (F)</th>
<th>B/A</th>
<th>C/A</th>
<th>D/A</th>
<th>E/A</th>
<th>F/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>13.89</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>16.56</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>25.71</td>
<td>29.18</td>
<td>31.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Reserve factor on $K_r$ for API X70 pipeline steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API X70</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.3mm (B)</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.6mm (C)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.0mm (D)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.5mm (E)</th>
<th>$\rho$=2.0mm (F)</th>
<th>B/A</th>
<th>C/A</th>
<th>D/A</th>
<th>E/A</th>
<th>F/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>13.52</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>22.39</td>
<td>26.92</td>
<td>30.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Reserve factor on $K_r$ for Inconel alloy 617

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy 617</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.4mm (B)</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.5mm (C)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.0mm (D)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.5mm (E)</th>
<th>$\rho$=2.0mm (F)</th>
<th>B/A</th>
<th>C/A</th>
<th>D/A</th>
<th>E/A</th>
<th>F/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>9.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>16.45</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>26.32</td>
<td>32.07</td>
<td>36.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Reserve factor on $K_r$ for SA508 Gr. 3 low alloy steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SA508Gr.3</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.3mm (B)</th>
<th>$\rho$=0.6mm (C)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.0mm (D)</th>
<th>$\rho$=1.5mm (E)</th>
<th>$\rho$=2.0mm (F)</th>
<th>B/A</th>
<th>C/A</th>
<th>D/A</th>
<th>E/A</th>
<th>F/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>20.70</td>
<td>24.48</td>
<td>28.30</td>
<td>30.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Failure assessment diagram illustrating safe region bounded by the FAD curve and cut-off.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the stress-modified fracture strain model calibration.
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of simulating ductile failure using stress relaxation.

![Schematic illustration of simulating ductile failure using stress relaxation](image)

Fig. 4. Material properties for ductile fracture simulation: (a) true stress-true strain curves and (b) stress-modified fracture strain [39,40,43]

![Material properties for ductile fracture simulation](image)

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of a standard fracture toughness specimen showing the relevant geometric variables: (a) a compact tension specimen and (b) detailed view of the notch tip.

![Schematic illustration of a standard fracture toughness specimen](image)
Fig. 6. Finite element models for API X65 compact tension specimens with different notch radii: (a) sharp crack, (b) $\rho=0.75\text{mm}$ and (c) $\rho=2.0\text{mm}$.

Fig. 7. Typical result for ductile fracture simulation for the compact tension specimens (API X65 C(T) with $\rho=0.5\text{mm}$).
Fig. 8. Load versus load-line displacement (LLD) results for the 4 materials for a range of notch radii, showing crack initiation loads: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 9. Results for $J$ for API X65 material, illustrating convergence of domain integral values: (a) contours, (b) $J$-$R$ curves for sharp crack and (c) $J$-$R$ curves for $\rho=2.0\text{mm}$.
Fig. 10. $J$-$R$ curves for the 4 materials for a selection of root radii: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 10. (Cont’d)
Fig. 11. Determination of effective initiation toughness as a function of notch radius: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 12. Effective notch initiation toughness as a function of notch radius for each material, normalised by that for a sharp crack: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617, (d) SA508 Gr.3 and (e) linear-linear plot for API X65.
Fig. 13. Elastic $J$ values showing a weak dependence on notch radius: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 14. Elastic $J$ value as a function of notch radius for each material, normalised by that for a sharp crack: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 15. Ratio of elastic $J$ value to effective notch initiation toughness as a function of notch radius for each material, for a range of load levels: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 16. Weak dependence of Option 3 FAD curves in R6 on notch radius for C(T) specimens: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) Alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 17. Loci of assessment points with increasing load, for a range of notch radius: (a) API X65, (b) API X70, (c) alloy 617 and (d) SA508 Gr.3.
Fig. 18. Reserve factor on $K_r$ as a function of notch radius for each material, normalised by that for a sharp crack.
Highlights:

- Ductile fracture simulations have been performed for standard C(T) specimens with a wide range of notch radii based on the concept of stress-modified fracture strain.
- J-R curves were constructed by using both the domain integral method and the FE load-displacement results with the method of the ASTM testing standard.
- Results showed that the reserve factors could be up to a factor of 3 greater for notched specimens than for specimens with sharp cracks.
- The ductile fracture model only considers a small area ahead of the crack tip (allowing the analysis to become geometry independent) can be used, in principle, to assess any defective component or structure.
- The method show to be an alternative framework to one- and two-parameter fracture mechanics for constraint analyses and effective fracture toughness assessment.